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Abst ract - -The  standard EM (estimate, maximize) algorithm exhibits very slow convergence. In 
the special test case where the underlying positive linear system has a unique solution, we describe 
two iterations, based on adaptively choosing the smoothing in the EMS (estimate, maximize, smooth) 
algorithm, which accelerate the convergence of the EM algorithm. The resulting algorithms, called 
adaptive EMS (A-EMS) algorithms, thus overcome the inaccuracy of EMS while retaining its more rapid 
convergence and reduced overall computational cost. 
Keywords - -Acce lerated  convergence, Adaptive smoothing, EM algorithm, EMS algorithm, Positive 
linear systems. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
As an i terat ive method for max imum likelihood est imat ion in problems with (possibly i l l-posed) 
under ly ing l inear system Arc = b, the notor iously slow (and noisy) convergence of the EM algo- 
r i thm 
x n+l =F(x  n )x  ~, n=0,1 ,2 , . . . ,  x °>0,  (1) 
where F(x)  = diag(Gv(x)) with gij = a j i /~kak i  and vj (x)  = b j / (Ax) j ,  is a well-known 
drawback of an otherwise well-founded algor ithm derived from the EM methodology [1] in a 
var iety of appl icat ions [2-8]. This slow convergence persists even when the underly ing posit ive 
l inear system has a unique posit ive solution xe with mult iple solutions of the fixed point  equations 
for (1) affecting the rate of convergence when the start ing point x ° is near one of these solutions. 
One therefore typical ly  takes x ° = 1 to avoid small components in x °. 
As an ad hoc fix for the problems of EM, the introduct ion of smoothing into (1) [6,9] results in 
the EMS (estimate, maximize and smooth) a lgor i thm 
xn+l=SF(gcn)xn~ n = 0,1 ,2  . . . .  , x°>0,  (2) 
where S c ~mxm is a nonnegative smoothing matr ix,  which exhibits, for irreducible S [10,11], 
more rapid and noiseless convergence [11,12] at the expense of accuracy; the unique (positive) 
solut ion of the fixed point equations for (2) does not solve the underlying l inear system. In fact, 
as was noted in [10], a solution xe of Ax = b will not be recovered from (2) unless S is chosen 
to have unit spectral  radius and maximal  eigenvector xe, clearly a choice which is not possible 
a priori. A further difficulty is that  the nonl inear nature of (2) makes it difficult to obta in  useful 
error est imates to guide in the choice of an S which gives good accuracy [11]: for S close to the 
identity, the fixed point of (2) may not be similarly close to xe. 
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In this note, we propose modified iterations which overcome the quantification shortcomings 
of EMS but at the same time have improved convergence rates over the EM algorithm. To this end, 
we consider the following test problem: for a nonnegative square invertible matrix A, adaptively 
choose the smoothing matrix S in EMS to ensure the more rapid (than EM) convergence to the 
exact positive solution x~ of Am = b. We therefore call the resulting iterations adaptive EMS 
(A-EMS) algorithms. Although the A-EMS algorithms given here are, like EM itself, simple, con- 
vergent and naturally parallel iterative algorithms for either solving or approximately solving the 
underlying linear system, they are not computationally competitive with existing linear iterative 
methods. However, they offer a faster way than EM to either get into a neighbourhood of the 
exact solution to provide a starting point for other methods, or, if desired, determine the exact so- 
lution. Since the EM iterates lie on an increasing (maximum) likelihood path to the linear system 
solution, A-EMS offers a faster way to obtain similar iterates. A-EMS asymtotically approaches 
an EM iteration and hence its iterates also approach the increasing (maximum) likelihood path 
near convergence. An outstanding problem is the generalization of the special case considered 
here to that of ill-posed (underdetermined) cases of Ax = b. The use here of adaptive smoothing 
represents an alternative approach to accelerating EM (cf. [2]). 
2. NOTAT ION AND ASSUMPTIONS 
For vectors x E R "~ and square matrices A c R re×m, we write x > 0 and A > 0 (respectively, 
x > 0 and A > 0) to mean xi > 0 and aij >_ 0 (respectively, xi > 0 and aij > 0) for all values 
of the indices and call x and A nonnegative (respectively, positive). A nonnegative matrix is 
stochastic if all its row sums are one and doubly stochastic if all row and column sums are one. 
A nonnegative matrix S E Rmxm is irreducible if there is no permutation matrix II for which 
with $11 and $22 square. 
If such a II does exist, S is reducible. Equivalently, S is irreducible iff its associated irected graph 
is strongly connected [13]. For convenience, we follow [13] in employing the local convention that 
every irreducible matrix will be assumed to be nonnegative. Hence, from Perron-Frobenius the- 
ory [13], every irreducible matrix S has a unique (up to positive multiples) positive eigenvector ~, 
called the maximal eigenvector, satisfying S~ = pt~, where p is a simple eigenvalue qual to the 
spectral radius of S. An irreducible matrix is called primitive if the spectral radius is the only 
eigenvalue of maximum modulus. 
Consider the linear system 
Ax = b, (3) 
for which A _> 0 is invertible and xe is the unique solution. By choosing y~ :> 0 such that 
xe + Ye > 0 and b = b + Aye > 0, and by considering instead the system Aa~ = b with unique 
positive solution 5z¢ = xe + Ye and right-hand side b, we can, without loss of generality, assume 
that xe > 0 and b > 0 in (3). Hence, from here on, we make the following assumptions. 
ASSUMPTIONS. Assume that A >_ 0 is invertible, b > O, and xe > 0 is the unique solution of the 
linear system (3). 
In view of this assumption, we will call (3) a positive linear system. From the preceding 
discussion, it follows that the EM and A-EMS algorithms (below) can be applied to any linear 
system with a nonnegative invertible coefficient matrix provided a suitable y~ > 0 can be chosen. 
We shall work primarily in K, the interior of the cone t7/= {w c ~m [ x > 0}. Given y E K. 
we denote by D(y) the diagonal matrix formed from y, i.e., D(y) = diag(yl . . . .  , Ym). 
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The idea behind the A-EMS algorithms is quite simple. It involves designing nonlinear mappings 
whose only fixed point in K is x~. By way of motivation, consider the fixed point equations for (2); 
namely, 
x = SF(x )x .  (4) 
The propert ies of the solutions of these equations have been studied in some detail in [9-12,14,15]. 
In particular, for irreducible S, the solution x s exists, is unique in /~ and satisfies, as a conse- 
quence of Perron-Frobenius theory [13], x s > 0. Consider the consequences of x s = Xe in (4). 
Because G is stochastic and v(xe) = 1, F(x~) = I and so x~ is the unique solution of (4) in K 
iff Sx¢ = x~, or, in other words, S has spectral radius 1 and maximal  eigenvector x~. In view of 
these observations, we consider two nonlinear mappings motivated by the ideas of Leray-Schauder 
for proving existence of solutions for quasilinear elliptic partial differential equations [15]. 
For arbitrary y E K,  let S(y) denote an irreducible matr ix of unit spectral radius with maximal  
eigenvector y. Define the mapping 5cl : K ~ K by y ~ x(y)  where x(y)  solves 
x(y) = S(y)F(x(y) )x(y) ;  (5) 
that  is, a~(y) solves (4) for the choice S = S(y). The solution x(y) exists and is unique by 
independent work on the EMS algorithm [12,16] making 5cl well defined. Also define the mapping 
5c2 : K -4 K by y H x (y )  = (unit-norm) maximal  eigenvector of S(y)F(y)  corresponding to the 
spectral radius p(y), i.e., x(y) solves 
p(y)x(y)  = S(y)F (y)x(y) ,  and I[x(Y)[[ = 1. (6) 
Again, x (y )  exists and is unique in K by the Perron-Probenius theory, making ~2 well defined. 
In summary,  we have the following. 
LEMMA 1. If, for all y C K,  S(y) is irreducible, then 5ci : K --* K ,  i = 1, 2, are web defined. 
We can now characterize the fixed points of 9Vl and 5v2 in K.  
THEOREM 1. Assume that S(y) is irreducible and S(y)y  = y for all y E K. Then: 
(1) For ~1: 
(i) xe is a positive fixed point of J:l; 
(ii) if S(y) is invertible, then Xe is the unique fixed point of Jrl in K. 
(2) For 2r2: 
(i) Xe/[[Xe[[ is a positive fixed point of ~2; 
(ii) if S(y) is invertible, then xe/][Xe[[ is the unique fixed point ofgVz in K. 
PROOF. 
(li) We have S(xe)F(cce)Xe = S(xe)xe = xe, and so xe is a fixed point of 5cl. 
(lii) I f~ E K is a fixed point and S(~) is invertible, we have from ~ = S(~)F(~)~ that  ~ = F(~)~ 
and 1 = F ( ( ) I .  Equivalently, Gv(()  = 1 and so (because G is stochastic) A~ = b, i.e., 
= x~ is the unique positive solution of the positive linear system (3). 
(2i) Let p~ = [[Xe[[; then pelx~ has unit norm and F(p[lwe) = Pe giving that  S(p[lx~) 
× F(p[ lxe)pelXe = peS(pelxe)pelxe = pe(pjlXe). Hence, p[lxe is a fixed point of 5c2 
and p(pelXe) = Pc. 
(2ii) If ( E K is a fixed point of 5c2 then p(  = S(()F(~)~ with II~ll = 1 and p = p(~). Hence, 
p~ = F (~) (  or p l  = F (~) I  giving that  pA( = b. Consequently, p(  = xe and, because 
]l~ll = 1, p = Ilxel]. Therefore, ~ = x~/llxell is the only fixed point in K.  | 
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The A-EMS algorithms eek, for a suitable choice of S(y), to discover the fixed points g = x~ 
of 9rl and ( = x~/[[xe[] of 5r2 by fixed point iteration in K. Besides being necessary to make the 
nonlinear mappings 9rl and 5r2 have ranges in K, irreducibility of S(y) serves the very practical 
purpose in implementation of keeping all the fixed point iterates away from OK. We therefore 
have the following A-EMS algorithms. 
Choose irreducible invertible S(y) such that S(y)y = y for all y E K; 
Algor i thm 1: Algor i thm 2: 
e0 = 1 e0 = 1/,111 
for k = 0,1 ,2 , . . .  for k = 0,1,2, . . .  
xo.k = ~k solve 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . .  pk~ k+l = S(~k)F(~k)~ k+l, 
x n+l,k = S(~k)F(xn'k)x n'k end 
end Xe = pc~°°; 
~k+l  = 3~oo,k 
end 
Ilg e ~ ~oo. 
II k+ ll = 1, 
Algorithm 1 consists of inner (n-loop) and outer (k-loop) iterations. For the current estimate ~k 
of the fixed point, the inner iteration is just the EMS algorithm with S = S(~ k) in (2). Because 
S(~ k) is irreducible, the inner iteration has the usual rapid and stable convergence of EMS and, in 
particular, x °°'k E K for each finite k. Naturally, any practical implementation of Algorithm 1 
requires pecifying two convergence tolerances, one each for the inner and outer loops. 
Algorithm 2 consists of a single outer (k-loop) iteration although an inner iteration is often 
necessary to compute ~k+l. The current estimate ~k of the fixed point of 9v2 is updated by 
computing the unit maximal eigenvector and spectral radius of the irreducible matrix S(~k)F(~k). 
What makes this form competitive with the EM algorithm is that the power method [17, p. 351] is 
very effective for the computation of ~k+l and Pk, requiring, on average, only a few iterations to 
converge. This is especially true for primitive S(y). Primitivity ensures that the power method 
for S(y)F(y) converges, and does so at a rate given by the ratio of p(y) to the modulus of the 
next eigenvalue [17, p. 352]. For either of these algorithms, we can always set ~0 = xe for any 
good initial approximation aSe of xe. 
There are, of course, numerous ways of formulating fixed point iterations (with corresponding 
nonlinear maps) for the equations ~ = S(~)F(~)~ other than the two algorithms given here. 
However, these other forms are either impractical in that they involve more work to update ~k 
than is involved in solving the linear system (3) directly, or are related to either Algorithms 1 
or 2 or EM itself through a simple transformation. For example, the "obvious" iteration ~k+l = 
S(~k)F(~k)~ k, for our given choice of S(~) (see Lemma 2), reduces to a modified EM iteration of 
the form (7) below. 
To make the above algorithms completely explicit, it remains to design irreducible matri- 
ces S(y) of unit spectral radius with maximal eigenvector y, a task for which the following 
observation proves useful. 
LEMMA 2. Let, S E ]W n×m satisfy Sy = py for p • 0 and y E K. Then p-iS is diagonally 
conjugate to a matrix with eigenvector 1 for eigenvalue 1. In particular, given y E K, every 
irreducible S satisfying Sy = y is diagonally conjugate to an irreducible stochastic matrix. 
Consequently, S(y) := D(y)W (y)D(y)- i  where W(y) is irreducible and stochastic, isirreducible 
and satisfies S(y)y = y for all y E K. 
PROOF. We simply write D(y) - lp - lSD(y) l  = 1. If S is irreducible and p = 1, then W(y) := 
D(y)- ISD(y)  is irreducible and stochastic. | 
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4. SOME CANDIDATE SMOOTHING MATRICES 
By Lemma 2, the design of an irreducible smoothing matrix S(y) which satisfies the conditions 
of Theorem 1 reduces to the design of an irreducible, invertible, stochastic matrix W(y),  for then, 
we simply take S(y) = D(y)W(y)D(y)  -1. In this section, we present and comment upon several 
candidates for W(y)  each of which work to varying degrees in practice [161 for systems of the 
type (3). 
4.1. Constant  Mat r i ces  
Let W(y)  = W be a constant invertible irreducible stochastic matrix. To further restrict the 
freedom in the choice of W, consider the one parameter family of positive doubly stochastic 
circulant matrices given by W(e) = C(1 - c, e/(m - 1) , . . . ,  c/(m - 1)), for 0 < c < 1. These 
matrices offer good robustness to the choice of convergence tolerance in the inner and outer iter- 
ations of Algorithm 1 while e demonstrates certain properties of a regularization parameter [16]. 
Alternatively, to save on computation in the inner iteration, one could take the minimal irre- 
ducible version of W(e) whose only nonzero entries are wH = wii = 1 - e and wlrn = ~)3i,i-1 = ~, 
2 < i < m. Asymptotically, as x n'k --~ ~k _~ x~, the inner iteration of Algorithm 1 looks like 
x n+l ~ FW (x n) x ~, (7) 
where Fw(x)  = D(WGv(x)) ;  that is, the iteration is asymptotic to an EM iteration with WG 
replacing G. What gives A-EMS its advantage however is that the approximation ~k is very close 
to the solution x~ by the time the EM-like properties of this asymptotic form take effect. For 
Algorithm 2, the asymptotic rate of convergence for the power method in computing ~k+l is the 
same as that for W(e) and equal to 1 - rne / ( rn -1 )  for the positive W(e) and 1 -e(1  -cos(2~r(rn-  
1)/m)) for the minimal irreducible W(e), both for large k and small e ~ 0. 
In applications where the linear system (3) arises from discretization on a grid [2,6-8], a natural 
choice for W is a local averaging scheme on that grid. Such averaging, where the value at a grid 
point is replaced by the weighted average of values at neighbouring rid points, is automatically 
irreducible, invertible and stochastic. 
4.2. Rank  One Per turbat ions  
For y E K,  let W(y)  = D(1 + elIyl l ly)- l( I  + ~yyt) where IlYlll = ~ i  lY~l is the 1-norm 
and e > 0. Then W(y)  is stochastic, irreducible and, by the Sherman-Morrison formula [17, p. 51], 
invertible. For this choice of W(y),  the asymptotic form of the inner iteration for Algorithm 1 is 
xn+l ~ AnlF (xn)~n _}_ £D(x n) AnlxnxntGv (xn) ,  (s) 
where A n = D(l+ellxnll lxn), and so has a different form to (7) and (1). In this case, the fact that 
(8) does not resemble the EM iteration as ~e is approached facilitates accelerated convergence [161. 
A more specialized case of this type of smoothing is what we call residual smoothing for which 
W(y)  = D(1 + ellr l l l r)- l( I  + errt), where ri = t (AY) i -  b~i, 1 < i < rn, is the absolute residual. 
For this smoothing, W(~ k) -~ W(xe) = I as the iterations converge, thus making the A-EMS 
iteration again tend to the EM iteration. In practice, however, this is not such a problem since 
the 'strong' smoothing (when the residual is large) rapidly forces the iteration close to the true 
solution before the effects of the 'weak' smoothing (when the residual is small) can be felt. 
4.3. H igher  Rank  Per turbat ions  
For y E K,  let W(y)  = I + D(y) - ICD(y)  - D(y) - ID(Cy)  where C is an irreducible matrix. 
W(y)  will be nonnegative only if the entries of C are sufficiently small, a condition which in 
turn depends on y. Hence, the irreducibility of W(y)  cannot be achieved by a single choice 
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of C globally in K. This, however, is of little concern provided the iterates in A-EMS stay away 
from OK. For y E Kp, a strictly contained subcone of K, W(y) can be made invertible and 
irreducible, and hence stochastic, for a suitable choice of an irreducible C. The asymptotic form 
for Algorithm 1 in this case is 
mn+l ~.. F (x n) xn + [C, F (xn)] ;on. (9) 
Again, the fact that (9) does not resemble EM gives A-EMS its more desirable convergence 
properties. As a special subcase here, consider the rank one C = e l l  t, and, correspondingly, 
W(y) = I + eyltD(y) -1 -oily[liD(y) -1. Let kp --infKp inf~ Y~/IlYlI1; then for y e Kp, and pro- 
vided 0 < c < kp, W(y)  is irreducible, stochastic, and, again by the Sherman-Morrison formula, 
invertible. As in the previous two examples, the small parameter c, whose valid range in this 
case depends on x¢, exhibits error behaviour reminiscent of a regularization parameter [16]. The 
convergence of Algorithm 1 in this case can be more sensitive to the convergence tolerances in 
the numerical implementation. 
Figure 1 shows typical results of a numerical comparison of the EM algorithm and both forms 
(Algorithms 1 and 2) of the A-ElVlS algorithm for a near-optimal choice of the minimal irreducible 
smoothing matrix W in Section 4.1. This figure shows £2-error versus inner iteration number. 
The lethargic convergence of EM is circumvented by the A-EMS algorithms with Algorithm 2 
(based on the power method) showing superior convergence. 
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Figure 1. Typical behaviour of £2-error versus inner iteration number n for (left to 
right) Algorithm 2, Algorithm 1, and EM. 
Similar algorithms to those considered here, and which use adaptive smoothing, can be formu- 
lated for continuous problems amenable to the EM methodology. For the discrete case, however, 
it remains to determine ffective methods for the optimal choice of W as represented by the 
parameter e in the cases above. 
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